Quantum Weak Energy Inequalities (QWEIs) are results which limit the extent to which the smeared renormalised energy density of a quantum field can be negative. On globally hyperbolic spacetimes the massive quantum Dirac field is known to obey a QWEI in terms of a reference state chosen arbitrarily from the class of Hadamard states; however, there exist spacetimes of interest on which state-dependent bounds cannot be evaluated. In this paper we prove the first QWEI for the massive quantum Dirac field on four dimensional globally hyperbolic spacetime in which the bound depends only on the local geometry; such a QWEI is known as an absolute QWEI.
Introduction
When formulating the classical theory of general relativity it is necessary to impose certain energy conditions on the source matter fields being considered. The most commonplace of these energy conditions is the weak energy condition, T ab k a k b ≥ 0 for every timelike vector field k, which entails that observers only encounter positive energy densities. However, it has been known since 1965 that, unlike most classical physics models, no (Wightman) quantum field theory can obey pointwise energy conditions [5] . Moreover, it is possible to show that the negative energy density arising from a quantum field theoretic source is unbounded (from below) in magnitude [10] . This startling feature of quantum field theory is often used, in the context of the semi-classical Einstein equation G ab = 8πG T ren ab ω , to support so-called 'designer spacetimes' like Alcubierre's warp drive [1] or traversable worm hole geometries. Following Ford's [13] observation that it is possible to bound the magnitude and duration of the flux of negative energy of a quantum field source, work began in earnest to prove that the averaged (expectation value of the) energy density of a quantum field was bounded from below. A suitable definition, sufficient for our purposes 1 , is that a worldline quantum weak energy inequality (QWEI) is a result of the form R dτ ρ ren ω (γ(τ ))F (τ ) ≥ −B > −∞
where F is some appropriately chosen sampling function, γ : R → M is a timelike worldline and ρ ren ω is the (expectation value of the) energy density of the quantum field in a state ω. In this discussion we shall exclusively consider the massive quantum Dirac field in a smooth four-dimensional globally hyperbolic spacetime (M, g). Moreover, we shall only consider the Hadamard states of the Dirac field as this is a sufficient class of states to renormalise the stress energy density.
Typically, the bound B featuring in (1) is a function of another state of the theory usually called a reference state; these QWEIs are known as difference QWEIs. Due to the work of Fewster and his collaborators [3, 7] , difference QWEIs are known in great generality for the Dirac field in curved spacetime. (For a brief review of QWEIs for other fields the reader is directed to section one of [12] and the references therein). Difference QWEIs have been instrumental in constraining the likelihood of designer spacetime manifestation; however, there exist spacetimes on which one does not know how to write down the closed form expressions for states necessary for the evaluation of the difference QWEI bound. Indeed, the warp drive is an example of a spacetime on which it is not currently known how to obtain explicit expressions for Hadamard states. Therefore, it is desirable to have a lower bound B which is state independent and constructed only from the local geometry; such a bound is known as an absolute QWEI. Currently, for the Dirac field, absolute QWEIs are known only for the conformally invariant [26] and massive field in two-dimensions [2] and the massive field in four-dimensional flat spacetime [8] . In this discussion we state and prove the first absolute QWEI for the massive Dirac field in arbitrary four-dimensional globally hyperbolic spacetime. The argument is an adaptation of Fewster's earlier work with Verch [7] and Dawson [3] and is to be viewed as a companion to the analogous result for the Klein-Gordon field [12] .
Our result may be stated as follows: Let (M, g) be a classical curved four-dimensional spacetime. Here M is a four-dimensional smooth manifold (assumed Hausdorff, paracompact and without boundary) with a Lorentz metric g ab of signature (+ − −−). Furthermore, we require (M, g) to be globally hyperbolic, that is M contains a Cauchy surface. In addition we assume that an orientation, time orientation and spin structure have been chosen. It may be shown that on such a background one may formulate the quantum Dirac field and a notion of Hadamard states. The essential feature of Hadamard states is that they all share a common singularity structure; in particular their two-point functions, and their Dirac adjoints, have a local and covariantly determined singular expansion. We denote the Hadamard series corresponding to the singularity structure of 
The precise form of ρ split is given in §2.4. The quantity ρ fin ω is equal to the renormalised energy density modulo a local curvature term; we shall return to this issue later after proving our main result in theorem 5.1. Our result then reads for any real valued f ∈ C ∞ 0 (R) and Hadamard state ω
modulo local curvature terms, where B is of the form
Here ϑ = γ ⊗ γ, S sp is the fundamental solution to the Dirac equation
andˆdenotes the Fourier transform which in our conventions is given byf
The structure of this paper is as follows: In section 2 we present a review of the formulation of the classical ( §2.1-2.2) and quantum ( §2.3) Dirac fields and their Hadamard states. We then direct our attention to a microlocal description of the Hadamard series for the Dirac field in section 3; in particular we review the Sobolev wave-front set and its properties ( §3.1) before applying the theory to the matter in hand and obtaining estimates on the singularities of the Hadamard series ( §3.2). Finally, a point-splitting lemma is presented in section 4 before our main result is stated in section 5.
The Dirac field in curved spacetime
The reader who is familiar with the formalism necessary to describe the classical Dirac field on a curved background is encouraged to skip ahead to section §2.3.
Spin structures and spinors on curved spacetimes
We begin by reviewing the geometry necessary to discuss the Dirac field in a curved spacetime. We shall employ the algebraic framework for describing the Dirac quantum field in a classical curved four-dimensional spacetime (M, g). Here M is a fourdimensional smooth manifold (assumed Hausdorff, paracompact and without boundary) with a Lorentz metric g ab of signature (+ − −−). Furthermore, we require (M, g) to be globally hyperbolic, that is M contains a Cauchy surface. Where index notation is used, Latin indices will run over the range 0, 1, 2, 3 unless explicitly stated otherwise, while Greek characters will denote frame indices and also run over 0, 1, 2, 3 unless explicitly stated otherwise. We employ units in which c = = 1.
In Minkowski spacetime the spinors are nothing more than the spin-half representation of the Poincaré group, however, a general manifold does not exhibit this symmetry globally: Therefore, the usual (i.e. Minkowski spacetime) interpretation of a spinor as being a quadruple of complex numbers at each point in spacetime does not generalise under the replacement (R 4 , η) → (M, g). A rigorous formulation of spinors on a manifold is given in terms of fibre bundles where the spin group is the structure group. (For a review of the necessary concepts related to fibre bundles, and in particular spinor bundles, the reader is directed to [21] ). We shall review basic facts about the Dirac matrices and the Lorentz and spin groups in Minkowski spacetime, and use a local frame to generalise the results to a curved spacetime. What follows is based on [3] and benefits from the elaborations in [4, 7] .
We begin by summarising several groups which appear in our discussion. The Lorentz
called the proper orthochronous Lorentz group. The Dirac gamma matrices γ α satisfy the Clifford algebra relation {γ α , γ β } = 2η αβ ½ and are said to belong to a standard representation if γ † 0 = γ 0 and γ † α = −γ α for α = 1, 2, 3. From here on we shall assume that our Dirac matrices belong to a standard representation. The spin group, Spin (1, 3) , is defined by
and is known to be a two-to-one cover of L ↑ + , i.e. the mapping S → Λ(S) is a twoto-one covering homomorphism from the identity connected component Spin 0 (1, 3), of Spin (1, 3) , to L ↑ + with kernel {½, −½}. We now direct our attention to a curved spacetime setting. The frame bundle F M is the bundle of oriented and time-oriented tetrads {e a α } α=0,1,2,3 over spacetime (M, g) with the convention that e a 0 is a future pointing timelike vector; moreover, F M is a principal L ↑ + bundle whose right action is given by (R Λ e) α = e β Λ β α . A spin structure on (M, g) is a principal Spin 0 (1, 3) bundle, SM, over (M, g) equipped with a fibre homomorphism ϕ : SM → F M such that ϕ • R S = R Λ(S) • ϕ, i.e. ϕ intertwines the right action of the structure group on these bundles. Spin structures are not unique, however two such structures, SM and SM equipped with ϕ and ϕ respectively can be said to be equivalent if there is an isomorphism ι :
It is worth pointing out that spin structures do not exist in general for an arbitrary manifold; their existence is determined by the second Stiefel-Whitney class. In essence, the requirement that the second Stiefel-Whitney class vanishes ensures consistency between the (transition functions of the) fibre group of the tangent bundle and the (lift to the transition functions of the) spin group. It is known that there exist spin structures over orientable manifolds if and only if the second Stiefel-Whitney class vanishes and that every four-dimensional globally hyperbolic manifold admits a spin structure. We now assume that an arbitrary spin structure has been chosen and is fixed for the remainder of this discussion.
We may now define spinor fields on a curved manifold by saying they are sections of the associated Spin 0 (1, 3) bundle
The fibre of DM at x ∈ M is the equivalence class [T, z] x where T ∈ S x M and z ∈ C 4 is a column vector and the equivalence relation is: 
where C 4 is the set of complex row 4-vectors, is constructed similarly and its fibres are the equivalence classes [T, 
We are now in a position to define the Dirac adjoint operation
Any local section
For example, it can be shown that
The Dirac equation
The metric g determines a connection Γ in the usual way via the covariant derivative operator ∇ :
One may equally define a connection σ and covariant derivative on the spinor and cospinor bundle, which we also denote by ∇,
in the frame e α a ⊗E A where the connection σ has elements given by σ
We are now in a position to define the equation of motion the spinors will satisfy, i.e. the Dirac equation. The Dirac operator
maps (co)spinor fields into (co)spinor fields by
The spinor field f ∈ C ∞ (DM) is said to satisfy the Dirac equation if (−i∇ / + µ)f = 0 where the constant µ ≥ 0 is interpreted as the mass of the field. Similarly, the cospinor field h ∈ C ∞ (D * M) is said to satisfy the Dirac equation if (i∇ / + µ)h = 0.
Even though the Dirac operator is not normally hyperbolic it is possible to find unique advanced and retarded fundamental solutions on arbitrary globally hyperbolic spacetimes. The key element in this analysis is the Lichnérowicz identity,
where P = ∇ 2 + R/4 + µ 2 is the so-called supersymmetrically coupled Klein-Gordon operator for spinors, which relates Dirac operators to normally hyperbolic ones. The R featuring in (16) is the Ricci scalar. It is known that there exist unique advanced E − P and retarded E + P fundamental solutions to any normally hyperbolic operator P on globally hyperbolic spacetimes. Hence, for the spinor field, one has the following fundamental solutions: 
where
The map Γ makes explicit the symmetry between spinors and cospinors in this dual setting.
The quantum Dirac field and Hadamard states
To define the field algebra we denote by 
act. The elements F ∈ D(D * M ⊕ DM) may be used to label a set of abstract objects {Ψ(F ) | F ∈ D(D * M ⊕ DM)} which, when equipped with ½, generates a unital *-algebra F. We define the algebra of smeared fields
It is relation (iv) that quantises the theory.
The usual Dirac field ψ and its adjoint ψ + are special cases of the above construction.
which we interpret as smeared fields.
A state ω : F(M, g) → C is a linear functional which is positive, i.e. ω(A * A) ≥ 0 ∀A ∈ F(M, g), and normalised such that ω(½) = 1. We shall restrict our attention to states for which the two-point function, defined by
Associated to each state ω we define what we shall call the Dirac and Dirac adjoint two-point functions
As a consquence of the positivity of states we immediately have that
The covariant anticommutation relation in terms of W ω and W Γ ω is equally expressed
It is clear from our discussion concerning the advanced and retarded fundamental solutions of the Dirac field that one may use the Lichnérowicz identity to define a notion of Hadamard state for the Dirac field. In order to give the precise formulation of the Hadamard series construction we must first discuss some geometry and here we follow [23] . We denote by X ⊂ M × M the set
′ are causally related and
Let X ⊂ X be an open subset of X such that between any pair (x, x ′ ) ∈ X there exists a unique geodesic connecting them such that the (signed) geodesic separation of points defines a smooth function σ on X. We make the additional requirement that the Hadamard construction (to be described shortly) can be carried out on X. Subject to all these requirements, we call X a regular domain. We define two sequences of distributions {H
where we have introduced a length scale ℓ to make σ/ℓ 2 dimensionless. By F (σ ± ), F some function, we mean
in the sense of distributions, where
and t is a time function on X. The functions ∆, known as the van Vleck-Morette determinant, v j and w j are found by fixing x ′ and applying P ⊗½ to H (+) k and equating all the coefficients of 1/σ + , 1/σ 2 + , ln σ + etc to zero; moreover, they are all spinors (i.e., they carry internal indices). This determines a system of differential equations known as the Hadamard recursion relations 2 . In X the system of differential equations uniquely determines the {v j } j=0,...,k series. The {w j } j=0,...,k series is specified once the value of w 0 is fixed; we adopt Wald's prescription that w 0 = 0 [27] .
Let u be of Hadamard form for the operator P , i.e. within a regular domain X one has u = H (+) k modulo C k (X) for each k ∈ N; the distribution u is sometimes referred to as the auxiliary two-point function. A state ω on the algebra of smeared (Dirac) fields is said to be Hadamard if its associated two-point function W ω is of the form W ω = (i∇ / + µ) ⊗ ½u where u is an auxiliary two-point function. Consequently, we have, within a regular domain X, that
k+1 . Hence, within a regular domain X, for any Hadamard state ω we have the following identities:
Two remarks are in order: First, note that we require the sign in (29) so as to ensure that the anticommutation relation holds. Second, observe that as k increases
becomes more regular and that, for sufficiently high k,
has a well defined coincidence limit.
The stress energy tensor
We open this section with a few remarks about obtaining scalar distributions from spinorial ones as this will be the basis of our analysis of the energy density for the remainder of our discussion. Let E A be the spinor field derived from a local section E of the spin bundle SM. Then one can derive matrices W ωAB and W Γ ωAB from W ω and W Γ ω via k . The stress energy tensor of the classical spin-1/2 field ψ is given by
where the subscript parentheses denote symmetrisation, i.e τ (ab) = (τ ab + τ ba )/2. As advertised, we shall concentrate exclusively on proving an absolute QWEI along a timelike worldline. Therefore, we pick a properly parametrised smooth timelike worldline γ : R → M and consider a spacetime tube τ γ ⊂ M centred about it, a precise construction of this tube will be given shortly. In τ γ we may construct a tetrad {e 
from which follows the energy density ρ:
Recall from (10) , that the spin frame E A and its Dirac conjugate satisfy δ AB E A ⊗ E + B = γ 0 . This enables us to write the classical point-split stress energy density ρ split of the Dirac field as
One may then use ρ split to define the distributional point-split energy density, also de-
where we have expressed the right hand side in more traditional distributional language and u∇ · v denotes the distributional dual of (∇u) · v. It is now clear that the replacement of ψ + ⊗ ψ in (37) by the two-point function of any Hadamard state ω defines the expectation point-split energy density ρ 
and Θ AB is a term which depends only on the spin-connection. The precise form of Θ AB may be found in [7] (eqn. (3.10) of that reference) but does not affect our discussion due to a useful result 3 which shows it is identically zero on a timelike worldline under certain conditions which we shall now motivate: Let γ : R → M be a timelike worldline with unit tangent vectorγ. Pick a point x on γ ⊂ M and construct a local frame {e a α } α=0,1,2,3 subject to e a 0 =γ a at x. As we shall only be concerned with averaging along a compact subset of γ we shall fix a closed interval I ⊂ γ(R) such that x ∈ I. One may utilise Fermi-Walker transport to move {e a α } α=0,1,2,3 along I keeping e a 0 | γ =γ a . The salient feature of Fermi-Walker transport is that it preserves angles, i.e. {e a α } α=0,1,2,3 remains an orthonormal family along I. Next, at each point γ(s) along I consider the convex normal neighbourhood U orthogonal toγ(s) and for each y ∈ U parallel transport {e a α } α=0,1,2,3 along the unique geodesic connecting y to γ(s). In this manner we 'sweep out' a tube τ γ ⊂ M in spacetime. Importantly, the local frame (throughout τ γ ) is a local section of F M which may be identified with a smooth section E of SM. The details of this identification may be found in §3 of [7] . For our purposes it is sufficient to know that, as a consequence of this construction, the form of (T We shall assume that E has been obtained in this way. Therefore, the finite contribution ρ fin ω to the energy density is given by:
where ϑ = γ ⊗ γ. Finally, it may be argued in analogy with [7] that one may re-express ρ fin ω as ρ 
where D is the distributional dual to −id/dt.
quantum field theory 4 . The proof of the most general QWEIs rely on microlocal analysis at various stages in their argument, e.g. [3, 6, 9] . A refined version of the usual (smooth) wave-front set, an exposition of which may be found in chapter VIII of [15] , has already been employed in the proof of an absolute quantum energy inequality for the KleinGordon field [12] . We shall briefly review the necessary details of this refinement, known as the Sobolev wave-front set.
For s ∈ R, the Sobolev space H s (R n ) is the set of all tempered distributions u such that u is a measurable function and
Moreover, one may show that S(R n ) is dense in H s (R n ), see chapter 1 §3 of [25] for a brief argument.
Sobolev space theory is usually introduced into the study of distributional solutions to partial differential equations by asking when such a solution is an honest function; this is the subject of the embedding theorems. We summarise the following useful properties of the H s spaces, the first of which is a relevant embedding theorem:
Proposition 3.1. The Sobolev spaces H s (R n ) have the following properties:
where D is a partial derivative operator and α is a multi-index, then for all
|s| ≤ k u → f u is a bounded linear map of H s (R n ) into H s (R n ). In particular, H s (R n ) is
closed under multiplication by smooth functions.
The concept of the Sobolev wave-front set will give a concise way of saying what it means for a distribution to microlocally fail to be an element of a Sobolev space. For convenience, we adopt the notation thatṪ * R n (similarlyṪ R n ,Ṫ M etc) is the bundle T * R n (T R n , T M, etc) with the zero section removed.
The Sobolev wave-front set W F s (u) of a distribution u ∈ D ′ (R n ) is the complement, iṅ T * R n , of the set of all pairs (x, ξ) at which u is microlocally H s .
To define the Sobolev wave-front set of a distribution on a manifold one works locally. Let U be an open patch of a manifold M with associated coordinate map κ :
and direct the reader to the remarks following definition 8.2.5 of [16] to justify this notation.
The Sobolev wave-front set is a closed cone inṪ * M. Furthermore, we have the following properties 5 of W F s : i) The smooth wave-front set is related to the Sobolev wave-front set via
It is also possible to see explicitly in W F s what effect partial differential operators have on the singularities of distributions. For a general m−dimensional smooth manifold M, let P be a partial differential operator of order r, i.e. in local coordinates on M
where α is a multi-index and p α are smooth functions, then the principal symbol,
The characteristic set, Char P , of a partial differential operator P is the set of (x, ξ) ∈ T * M such that the principal symbol vanishes. We may now quote corollaries 8.4.9-10 of [16] which show the effect differential operators have on the Sobolev wave-front set of a distribution: Lemma 3.2. Let M be a smooth manifold. For u ∈ D ′ (M) and any linear partial differential operator P of order r with smooth coefficients then W F
We close this section with the statement of Beal's restriction theorem, which tells us under what circumstances a distribution may be restricted to a submanifold, and a result about the implications for the positivity of states under such a restriction. Such results are of interest to us as we need to understand how to restrict those distributions which make up the Hadamard series (and ones derived from it such as the point-split energy density) to timelike worldlines.
Beal's restriction theorem tells us that, for certain well behaved restrictions, the Sobolev grading on the wave-front set is reduced by an amount proportional to the 5 Taken from the remarks following definition B.1 of [17] .
codimension of the restriction. The result discusses the case of restricting a distribution on a m dimensional manifold M to a smoothly embedded submanifold Σ of dimension n, writing the embedding as ι : Σ → M. The embedding function ι has associated conormal bundle N * Σ given by
We wish to formulate a statement of the restriction theorem for product manifolds 6 . As usual we let (M, g) denote a smooth m dimensional spacetime, Σ ⊂ M an n ≤ m dimensional submanifold embedded using ι : Σ → M. Then we define the map ϑ : Σ × Σ → M × M by ϑ = ι ⊗ ι, the pull back ϑ * may sometimes be referred to as a restriction map.
where the set ϑ * W F s (u) is defined to be
Finally, we state a result 7 which asserts that the positivity of states is preserved under the restrictions carried out by Beal's theorem. 
A microlocal description of the Hadamard series
) is time orientable we may decompose R into two disjoint sets R ± defined by R ± = {(x, ξ) ∈ R | ±ξ £0} where by ξ £0 (ξ ∈ T * x M) we mean that ξ a is in the dual of the future light cone at x. We define the notation (x, ξ) ∼ (x ′ , ξ ′ ) to mean that there exists a null curve γ : [0, 1] → M such that γ(0) = x, γ(1) = x ′ and ξ a =γ b (0)g ab (x), 6 The following result is adapted from lemma 11.6.1 of [16] which is a refinement of the standard restriction theorem which may be found presented as theorem 8.2.4 of [15] . We have used the notation of prop. B7 of [17] .
7 Theorem 2.2 of [6] .
In the instance where x = x ′ , (x, ξ) ∼ (x, ξ ′ ) shall mean that ξ = ξ ′ is null. Then, for convenience, define the set
The set C +− is defined to be
An occasionally useful set will be C −+ defined by
Junker & Schrohe [17] have proven that the quantum Klein-Gordon field, whose two-point function we denote Λ ω , obeys the following condition for all Hadamard states
In [12] an analysis of the Hadamard series H (+) k was given and concluded that
for j ∈ {0} ∪ N and where 1/σ + and σ j ln σ + are the singular constituents of the Hadamard series H (+) k (25) . Since it is known that the the coefficients ∆ 
Therefore, lemma 3.2 implies that if ω is a Hadamard state for the Dirac field then within a regular domain
A similar condition holds for W 
4 A Sobolev point-splitting result
We quote a result, taken from [7] , for smooth functions:
then the following identity holds:
This result forms the basis of the analysis in [7, 3] where the authors relate u to the energy density obtained from normal ordering, i.e. 
where ω 0 is another Hadamard state of the Dirac field. Since the difference between any two two-point functions arising from Hadamard states is smooth the quantity (60) is readily identifiable with u in the hypothesis of lemma 4.1. However,
featuring in (40) is not smooth so we need to relax the hypothesis of lemma 4.1 in order to proceed. In particular we wish to show that one has the conclusion of lemma 4.1 under the weaker assumption that u ∈ H s (R × R) ∩ E ′ (R × R) for s > 1. Let u ∈ C ∞ 0 (R × R); then, applying the Hölder inequality we have
for all u ∈ C ∞ 0 (R×R); we also remark that · L ∞ (R×R) is the natural norm on C(R×R). Since the embedding of
Moreover, as
, the Bounded Linear Transform theorem implies that (63) holds for all u ∈ H s (R × R) for s > 1. Equally, we may apply the Hölder inequality to the right-hand-side of (59) to obtain
is then introduced into the L 1 norm and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to obtain
where we have written s > 1 as s = 1 + ǫ. Again the Bounded Linear Transform theorem implies that (65) holds for all u ∈ H 1+ǫ (R × R) where the now refers to the continuous extension of the Fourier transform to H 1+ǫ (R × R) (although this must agree with the usual Fourier transform on L 2 (R × R) or S ′ (R × R)). Therefore, since (59) holds for a dense subset of H 1+ǫ (R × R) and may be extended continuously onto the whole of the space, we have proven:
It is clear under the identification u(t, t
We now prove a result (similar to lemma 5 of [3] in all but one detail of the proof 8 ) which will enable us to relate the right hand side of (67) to an integral over the diagonal:
where f ξ (t) = e iξt f (t).
Proof. Lemma 6.1 of [7] states that
and therefore
We also note, by a simple application of the convolution theorem, that
and, therefore, that the statement of the theorem will be established if the integrals in (70) can be reordered. If we estimate |f(x)| ≤ c/(1 + |x| 2 ) then, by the arithmeticgeometric mean inequality
Then
where we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and written
The
and s > 2. Under these conditions, Fubini's theorem implies that the integrals can be reordered to obtain the desired result.
A worldline absolute quantum weak energy inequality
We are now in a position to state our result concerning the Dirac field. 
and ϑ = γ ⊗ γ.
∈ H 5+ε loc (X) from which it follows that
where we have lost one Sobolev order as a result of differentiation and a further three from the restriction to R × R. Lemma 4.2, and the remarks following the proof, enable us to write 
Hence, our bound is finite.
Theorem 5.1 enables us to finally formulate our absolute QWEI for the Dirac field. Wald's uniqueness theorem implies that the regularised energy density ρ fin ω we have computed is equal to the renormalised energy density ρ ren ω up to the addition of a local curvature term C. Hence, our result reads:
where B is given by
As reported in [12] , where a more complete discussion of the renormalisation of the stress tensor of a quantum field may be found, the view may be held that the value of this curvature term (alongside the mass and curvature coupling) is an essential detail in the specification of the theory and that C should be, at least in principle, measurable. Alternatively, one may hold the view that this unavoidable ambiguity is a manifestation of a breakdown of the semi-classical theory and that a more complete theory of quantum gravity is needed.
Conclusion
We have succeeded in proving a new absolute QWEI for the Dirac field under general circumstances. By exploiting a Sobolev graded refinement of Hörmander's wave-front set we have been able to modify the proof Fewster and Dawson [3] give for their difference QWEI and remove any reference to a state in the bound. Moreover, it is straightforward to use the techniques of [12] to obtain additional W F s information of the constituents of the Dirac Hadamard series ψ H
k .
